
PANAMA IN WORLD WAR 2 

 

 

PART 17 – FORCES’ RADIO STATIONS, THE STRIKING FORCE, ESPIONAGE, AND WARTIME 

POST OFFICES AND CENSORSHIP 

 

THE PCAC AND PCAN FORCES’ RADIO STATIONS 

At the start of the war, radio programming from America was available but only on 

shortwave, but shortwave radio sets 

were not generally available.   

 

Therefore, for most servicemen and 

women there was no way to receive 

information such as news and sports.  

They were left with enemy radio 

propaganda such as Japan’s “Orphan 

Ann/Annie” (aka one of several “Tokyo 

Roses”) and the “Zero Hour” 

programme.   

 



Hence, a local radio station doing “live from home” would be fiercely supported.  

Enlightened commanders saw the idea as a morale-builder, but the only problem was how 

to actually do it.   

 

One early solution came from within the 

ranks and started with the work of some 

bored but talented soldiers of the Coast 

Artillery Corps who in 1940 built a couple 

of 50 watt transmitters and put them on 

the air without authorisation, labelling 

them “PCAN” (Pacific Coastal Artillery 

News) and “PCAC” (Pacific Coastal 

Artillery Corps).   

 

These stations operated 4 hours a day, communicating with artillery and anti-aircraft 

units.  The transmitter was located in the basement of the headquarters at Quarry 

Heights.  To keep listeners interested, the men read news and played records, and did so 

for over 2 years before any official military radio station was set up.  They were later able 

to receive recorded radio programmes on gramophone records from the US1.  The story of 

the stations was told on a “star studded” broadcast on NBC in September 19412. 

 

Similar stations popped up in Hawaii and the Philippines, including on the island of 

Corregidor before it fell to the japanese.  As troop numbers built up in the South Pacific, 

joint Allied radio operations were established, notably in New Zealand and Australia.  

These stations were popular with Americans, but they also kindled an appetite for “real 

radio from the States”.    

 

 
1  http://www.scncz.com/PCAN%20history.htm  
2  This also led to soldiers in Alaska setting up their own station after hearing the broadcast, in October 1941: 
http://www.scncz.com/PCAN%20history.htm  

http://www.scncz.com/PCAN%20history.htm
http://www.scncz.com/PCAN%20history.htm


More generally, NBC had also stepped in to provide broadcasts to the US military3,  

 

However, the impromptu stations in the Canal Zone appear to have upset senior 

command of the Army, and the founders of PCAC and PCAN were transferred out of 

Panama (and the Federal Communications Commission closed down a similar Alaska 

operation, but then was forced by an outcry to licence it)4. 

 

The PCAC shut down on 7 December 1941, under a national emergency directive requiring 

radio silence, but restarted again on 23 December, utilising rules allowing low-powered 

stations not capable of being received more than 15 miles from land.  As all Panamanian 

radio stations had been ordered to close, PCAC and PCAN 

became the only radio station for Americans, as well as 

Panamanians5. 

 

The Army Special Services Division (SSD) – formerly the 

Morale Services Division - was tasked with live broadcasting 

and the broadcasting division of the SSD would later become 

the Armed Forces Radio Service (AFRS).6 

 

In January 1943, SSD personnel were sent to take over the 

PCAC/PCAN operation, and the callsign letters were replaced by “ACA” and “ACB-20”, and 

the transmitters moved to Corozal and Fort Davis, at either end of the Canal Zone.  In 

1944, a new studio was built at Albrook Field and began being used in Autumn 1944, and 

US Navy callsigns “WVUL”, “WVUB” and “WVL” adopted (the AFRS logo was only added at 

the end of the war). 

 
3  Its short-wave transmissions, and recorded material for 20 locations overseas, continued to be provided 
until October 1943, when an anti-trust suit caused the Blue Network to be sold (it was to become ABC in 
1945): http://www.scncz.com/PCAN%20history.htm  
4  http://www.scncz.com/PCAN%20history.htm  
5  http://www.scncz.com/PCAN%20history.htm  
6  https://www.radioworld.com/columns-and-views/meet-the-mosquito-network  

http://www.scncz.com/PCAN%20history.htm
http://www.scncz.com/PCAN%20history.htm
http://www.scncz.com/PCAN%20history.htm
https://www.radioworld.com/columns-and-views/meet-the-mosquito-network


 The Albrook AFRS studio 
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In 1948, AFRS acquired Building 209 in Fort Clayton, moving into new studios in 1949.  

After changes of name, and introduction of TV programming in 1956, the eventual SCN 

(Southern Command Network – from 1963) closed with the final US departure from the 

Canal Zone in 19997.  

 

 

 
7  http://www.scncz.com/PCAN%20history.htm  

http://www.scncz.com/PCAN%20history.htm


   

Programme information from the unit newspaper, and the Albrook studios in 1947 

 

THE STRIKING FORCE 

In January 1941, the Army and Navy began to plan for intervention in Latin American 

states to help avert Axis-inspired movements.  In August 1940, the then commanding 

general of the Panama Canal Department had put forward how much easier it would be to 

help maintain a friendly government in power than to oust a pro-Axis government once it 

were established, proposing that a few hundred infantrymen and a battery of pack 

howitzers transported by air from the Canal Zone could probably handle the first of these 

situations in nearby countries - at least until additional forces could be dispatched from 

the Continental US8. 

 

Proposals from the Army/Navy Joint Board were for the despatch, on 48 hours' notice, to 

seaports and strategic interior points of US forces.  These would be sent from the Canal 

Zone and their reinforcement, if necessary, would be by an Army expeditionary force sent 

 
8  United States Army in World War II: The Western Hemisphere – The Framework of Hemisphere Defense by 
Stetson Conn and Byron Fairchild (Center of Military History, US Army), 1989: 
https://history.army.mil/books/wwii/Framework/ch08.htm  

https://history.army.mil/books/wwii/Framework/ch08.htm


from the US.  The plan assumed that the assistance of US forces would be requested by a 

recognised government while it was still in control of the situation, that the forces would 

not encounter organised opposition on their arrival, and that not more than one such 

operation would have to be undertaken at a time among the 8 republics for which 

detailed plans were to be drafted9.  

 

In May 1941, the commanders of the Canal Department and 15th Naval District were 

instructed to prepare plans, which were to involve transporting an airborne infantry 

battalion preceded by a platoon of parachute troops from the Canal Zone to the capital of 

the state involved, while naval forces from the Canal Zone, including a small Marine 

contingent, were to enter strategic seaports.   

 

The War Department decided that the plans needed a full parachute battalion and 

General Van Voorhis activated the 550th Infantry Airborne Battalion on 1 July 1941, filling 

it with volunteers from combat units already in Panama10.  Then, in August, the 501st 

Parachute Battalion arrived in the Canal Zone from Fort Benning, Georgia.  Both battalions 

participated in a mock operation at the Rio Hato airfield on 12 September 1941. 

 

However, the main problem was the lack of adequate air transport on hand or in prospect 

to carry all of the airborne and paratroops in a single movement. Even if the War 

Department had been able to provide enough aircraft, none of the landing fields in the 

capitals of the various countries could have handled the number required.  Until more 

transports could be provided for the nascent 20th Transport Squadron (of which more can 

be found in an earlier Part), most of the troops in the initial movement would have to be 

transported in heavy and medium bombers, and the commanding general in Panama 

reluctantly allocated half of his B-17 and B-18 strength for this purpose - but execution of 

 
9  https://history.army.mil/books/wwii/Framework/ch08.htm  
10  https://history.army.mil/books/wwii/Framework/ch08.htm 

https://history.army.mil/books/wwii/Framework/ch08.htm
https://history.army.mil/books/wwii/Framework/ch08.htm


any of these plans would temporarily have cut heavily into the air protection of the Canal 

and would have virtually stripped it of its scanty local naval protection11. 

 

In Summer 1941, the possibility arose that the plans might have to be put into effect, 

when an undeclared war broke out between Peru and Ecuador in July over a century-old 

boundary dispute.  However, Peru soon prevailed, and a peace agreement signed in 

January 1942, and there had been no evidence of Axis involvement or influence in any 

case12. 

 

Hence, until late in the war, (that is to say, to 1943) the US maintained a long-distance 

striking force as part of the Caribbean Defense Command (comprising paratroops and 

airborne infantry) intended for potential use elsewhere in the Central or South America or 

in the Caribbean.  It also undertook training in Panama.   

 

The 550th Airborne Infantry Battalion was an independent airborne forces unit, having 

been formed at Fort Kobbe in Panama - originally as an air landing unit, rather than a 

parachute or glider landing unit.  It was associated with the 551st Parachute Infantry 

Battalion, that would have normally preceded it in any combat zone.   

 

In 1943, as threats in the region diminished, the 550th Airborne Infantry Battalion was 

redesignated the 550th Glider Infantry Battalion and departed Panama for Sicily, where it 

trained in preparation for the invasion of Southern France (Operation Dragoon) in 1944, 

as part of the 1st Airborne Task Force.  It was later transferred to England and took part in 

the Battle of the Bulge in late 1944, before being disbanded in Belgium in March 1945. 

 

 
11  https://history.army.mil/books/wwii/Framework/ch08.htm  
12 This was the “War of ‘41” (Guerra del 41), but the dispute rumbled on, with a further short conflict in 1981 
and 1995, before a definitive peace agreement was signed in 1998. 

https://history.army.mil/books/wwii/Framework/ch08.htm


The 551st Parachute Infantry Battalion had also been formed at Fort Kobbe, in November 

1942 (although their parachute training took place at Fort Benning in the US), as part of a 

plan to land in Vichy-controlled Martinique13.   

 

Most of the 501st Parachute Infantry Battalion, stationed in Panama since mid-1941, 

moved to the Pacific in late 1942.  However, its Charlie Company was detached from the 

Battalion and stayed in Panama, forming the nucleus of the 551st Parachute Infantry 

Battalion at Fort Kobbe, before the main element arrived by troopship in early 1943, and 

thus provided a base of experienced officers and NCO from which to start their training in 

the jungles of Panama in January 194314. 

 

The unofficial motto of the 551st Parachute Infantry Battalion was “GOYA”, which stood 

for “Get Off Your Ass”, and came to be a symbol of their independence and fighting spirit.  

It took 6 weeks of physical training, classes on parachute packing, and successful 

completion of 5 jumps from a C-33 or C-47 transport aircraft to transform an ordinary 

soldier into an elite US Army Paratrooper.15  

 

In May 1943, the 551st Parachute Infantry Battalion began preparations for a combined 

parachute/glider assault to seize the island of Martinique by force.  Ammunition, 

grenades, medical supplies, and maps of the island were issued, and on the eve of the 

operation, the troopers headed to Howard Airfield to don parachutes and conduct their 

first combat jump. 

 

 
13  Martinique was governed by the Vichy Government after the Fall of France in 1940, and was used by 
German U-boats during the Battle of the Caribbean.  However, Free French forces took over on the island on 
Bastille Day in July 1943.  In May 1943, the 551st Parachute Infantry Battalion had been put on alert for a 
possible parachute landing on the island. 
14 https://dothaneagle.com/eufaula_tribune/news/history-of-the-551st-parachute-infantry-and-their-
demise-at-the-battle-of-the-bulge/article_03b2b41e-d314-11e8-8776-bb24e86db10f.html 
15  https://dothaneagle.com/eufaula_tribune/news/history-of-the-551st-parachute-infantry-and-their-
demise-at-the-battle-of-the-bulge/article_03b2b41e-d314-11e8-8776-bb24e86db10f.html  

https://dothaneagle.com/eufaula_tribune/news/history-of-the-551st-parachute-infantry-and-their-demise-at-the-battle-of-the-bulge/article_03b2b41e-d314-11e8-8776-bb24e86db10f.html
https://dothaneagle.com/eufaula_tribune/news/history-of-the-551st-parachute-infantry-and-their-demise-at-the-battle-of-the-bulge/article_03b2b41e-d314-11e8-8776-bb24e86db10f.html
https://dothaneagle.com/eufaula_tribune/news/history-of-the-551st-parachute-infantry-and-their-demise-at-the-battle-of-the-bulge/article_03b2b41e-d314-11e8-8776-bb24e86db10f.html
https://dothaneagle.com/eufaula_tribune/news/history-of-the-551st-parachute-infantry-and-their-demise-at-the-battle-of-the-bulge/article_03b2b41e-d314-11e8-8776-bb24e86db10f.html


When it was no longer required for the planned Martinique operation16, the paratroops 

were instead moved out in August 1943 and eventually shipped to Europe, where it was 

badly mauled in fighting in Belgium in January 1945, with survivors being absorbed into 

the 82nd Airborne Division, being formally deactivated later in January. 

 

Something that was being experimented with in 

Panama was eventually to prove of value in combat 

on the other side of the world.  A Major William H 

Taylor had been undertaking experimental jungle 

landings of troop-carrying gliders in Panama using 

the CG-4A type in 1943-4417, and attracted the 

attention of officers seeking to establish a new Air 

Commando organisation, inspired by the Wingate Chindit operations in Burma18, and with 

the original intention of spearheading such operations there.  Part of the plans involved 

using gliders to fly in artillery and other heavy equipment into jungle bases.  Taylor was 

selected to be commander of the glider detachment and travelled to Kentucky to help 

form and train a new unit19, which was to take part in operations in Burma in 1944. 

 

 

 

 
16  The French Admiral in charge of the Vichy forces on Martinique learned of the impending US operation, 
and promptly fled the island, turning over control to a US Navy Admiral. 
17  The most widely-used troop-carrying and cargo glider of the war, used by both the US and British forces 
(the latter naming it the Hadrian), with more than 13,000 built.  It was built of wood and metal and was 
fabric-covered, had 2 crew and could carry 13 troops, or a Jeep, light artillery or other equipment.  It was 
usually towed by a C-47 Dakota transport aircraft (n.b. it was prominently featured in the film “A Bridge Too 
Far” about the Arnhem operation). 
18  The Long Range Penetration Groups of the British and Indian Armies undertook operations behind enemy 
lines in Burma 1943-44, depending on air supply and air evacuation of sick and wounded.  They had been 
the idea of Brigadier Orde Wingate, who died in an air crash in 1944. 
19  The 5318th Provisional Air Unit, whose men included former child film star Jackie Coogan.  It large force of 
aircraft included 150 cargo gliders, transport aircraft, smaller types, and even a handful of the new YR-4 
helicopters: Silent Skies: Gliders at War 1939-1945 by Tim Lynch (Pen & Sword), 2008; and Gliders of World 
War II: The Bastards No One Wanted by Michael H Manion (Pickle Partners Publishing), 2015; Project 9: The 
Birth of the Air Commandos in World War II by Dennis R. Okerstrom (University of Missouri Press), 2014. 
 



INTELLIGENCE AND ESPIONAGE 

As mentioned in an earlier Part, there was considerable concern, reflected in books and 

films of the time, about espionage and saboteurs in and about the Canal Zone during the 

1930s and into World War 220.  There was also concern about Nazi spy rings in the US and 

the activities of Nazi spies and sympathisers in South America.   

 

Concern about Japanese spying and sabotage was less in the US itself, but was more 

apparent in Panama, and certainly there seemed to be a more concerted targeting of the 

Canal, its defences and traffic by Japanese intelligence. 

 

The counter-espionage efforts by the US authorities pre-war merged into the wartime 

counter-intelligence and signals intelligence work21.   

 

A Presidential directive in June 1939 had laid down the areas of responsibility for domestic 

counterintelligence, but had not clearly defined them where overseas operations were 

involved.  By June 1940, the need to define the latter had become more pressing, and as a 

result, the US Navy was given responsibility for intelligence coverage in the Pacific, and 

the US Army responsibility in Europe, Africa and the Canal Zone.  Elsewhere in the 

Western Hemisphere, except Panama, responsibility lay with the FBI22. 

 

The FBI also set up its new Special Intelligence Service (SIS) for its overseas operations, 

such as in Central and South America.  It was also agreed that the SIS would act as a 

 
20  The espionage risk was, of course, now new.  At the end of World War 1 in 1919 a fifth of US espionage 
budget was spent on Panama.  All Panamanian correspondence, especially that from Europe and Asia, was 
being examined then by US postal "inspectors" seeking anything unusual or troubling in international mail: 
https://www.prensa.com/blogoterapia/Canal-de-Panama-durante-Segunda-Guerra-
Mundial_7_4783841569.html  
21  The Center for Cryptologic History of the NSA in the US has produced a useful summary of the operations 
of Axis agents in Latin America during World War 2: 
https://www.nsa.gov/Portals/70/documents/about/cryptologic-heritage/historical-figures-
publications/publications/wwii/cryptologic_aspects_of_gi.pdf 
22  Counterintelligence In World War II (National Intelligence Center): 
https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch1_a.htm 

https://www.prensa.com/blogoterapia/Canal-de-Panama-durante-Segunda-Guerra-Mundial_7_4783841569.html
https://www.prensa.com/blogoterapia/Canal-de-Panama-durante-Segunda-Guerra-Mundial_7_4783841569.html
https://www.nsa.gov/Portals/70/documents/about/cryptologic-heritage/historical-figures-publications/publications/wwii/cryptologic_aspects_of_gi.pdf
https://www.nsa.gov/Portals/70/documents/about/cryptologic-heritage/historical-figures-publications/publications/wwii/cryptologic_aspects_of_gi.pdf
https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch1_a.htm


service agency, furnishing the State Department, Army, Navy, the FBI, and other 

governmental agencies with economic and political intelligence and also information on 

subversive activities detrimental to the security of the US23. 

 

Also created was the Office of Coordinator of Information, which provided the US with a 

central pint for the coordination and exchange of intelligence – although the failure to 

accurately predict, and perhaps prevent, the attack on Pearl Harbor might be regarded as 

a notable failure24.   

 

Despite the apparent interest in, and importance of, the Canal to the US Navy, it was the 

Army that took the counterintelligence lead in the Canal Zone. 

 

Following the attack on Pearl Harbor, the June 1939 Presidential directive delineating 

counterintelligence responsibility had less weight. For example, in Hawaii, where martial 

law was declared, the FBI was not to have its former exclusive responsibility for 

investigating espionage, sabotage etc25.  However, it was not until February 1944 that a 

new Delimitation Agreement came into being26.   

 

In respect of Panama, the new directive allowed that the Army’s Military Intelligence 

Division (MID) would continue to perform the investigation and disposal of cases involving 

espionage, counterespionage, subversion, and sabotage in the “military establishment” 

including where involving any civilian employees, military reserve, and military control, 

including the investigation of cases in these categories involving civilians in the Canal Zone 

and the Republic of Panama (and certain other sensitive areas, such as the Philippines and 

 
23  Ibid. 
24  It was only in the early postwar years that the US saw the creation of a centralised intelligence 
community – with the CIA, National Security Council (NSC), the Air Force Office of Special Investigations 
(AFOSI) and the Army Security Agency - later renamed the National Security Agency (NSA): 
https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch1_a.htm 
25  https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch1_b.htm#ciops 
26  It would remain in place until a new one was agreed in February 1949: 
https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch1_e.htm#fbimi 

https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch1_a.htm
https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch1_b.htm#ciops
https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch1_e.htm#fbimi


Alaska)27 – with the proviso that the FBI and Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI) were to be 

informed of any important developments. 

 

The Army’s (very small) Corps of Intelligence Police had noted an upswing in Japanese and 

Nazi German activity in the Panama, Hawaiian and Philippines Departments in the late 

1930s28. 

 

Under the June 1939 directive, the US Army had authority in Panama for military 

intelligence, sabotage and counter-espionage.  Then in June 1940, the FBI was made 

responsible for collecting intelligence and conducting counter-intelligence operations 

elsewhere in the Western Hemisphere29 (and operated in this role throughout Latin 

American during the war), while all other foreign intelligence work was to be the 

responsibility of the Army (Military Intelligence Division) or Navy (Office of Naval 

Intelligence)30.  However, until after the attack on Pearl Harbor, actual intelligence assets 

available to the US are said to have been rather thin31, with the exception of 

communications intelligence. 

 

After the fall of France and the Netherlands in May/June 1940, the US authorities began to 

worry that Dutch or French possessions in the Western Hemisphere, or some isolated area 

such as the upper Amazon, might be used as military bases from which to launch a 

surprise attack on the Panama Canal or even the US itself.  There was also a fear that with 

the initial Axis successes in North Africa in 1941, a military landing of some size might be 

attempted on the north-east coast of Brazil and that such actions might be augmented by 

an Axis “fifth column” in Latin America32. 

 
27  https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch1_b.htm#ciops 
28  https://fas.org/irp/agency/army/cic-wwii.pdf 
29  The NSA has stated that the FBI “did quite well in counterintelligence and undoubtedly disrupted most 
German operations in the US and later in Latin America”. 
30  https://fas.org/irp/agency/army/cic-wwii.pdf 
31  Ibid. 
32  https://www.nsa.gov/Portals/70/documents/about/cryptologic-heritage/historical-figures-
publications/publications/wwii/cryptologic_aspects_of_gi.pdf 

https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch1_b.htm#ciops
https://fas.org/irp/agency/army/cic-wwii.pdf
https://fas.org/irp/agency/army/cic-wwii.pdf
https://www.nsa.gov/Portals/70/documents/about/cryptologic-heritage/historical-figures-publications/publications/wwii/cryptologic_aspects_of_gi.pdf
https://www.nsa.gov/Portals/70/documents/about/cryptologic-heritage/historical-figures-publications/publications/wwii/cryptologic_aspects_of_gi.pdf


 

THE DUQUESSNE SPY RING 

In the US, just 6 days before the Pearl Harbor attack, every member of the Duquessne spy 

ring had pleaded guilty or been convicted, including its ringleader, veteran spy Fritz 

Duquessne.   

 

The spy ring had been foiled by a double agent, William Sebold, a naturalised US citizen 

who had left German in 1921, but was persuaded during a visit in 1939 to become a spy 

for Germany, but who immediately contacted the FBI, which was waiting for him when he 

returned in February 1940.   

 

One of the members of the spy ring was Erwin Wilhelm Siegler, who served the group as 

an organiser and contact man, and who also obtained information about the movement of 

ships and military defence preparations at the Panama Canal.  He was sentenced to 10 

years’ imprisonment on espionage charges and a concurrent 2-year term for violation of 

the Registration Act33. 

 

Erwin Wilhelm Siegler and another member of the spy ring, Franz Joseph Stigler, disguised 

themselves as the chief butcher and chief baker aboard the liner SS America, while they 

obtained information about the movement of ships and military defence preparations in 

the Canal Zone. Stigler had also sought to recruit amateur radio operators in the US as 

channels of communication to German radio stations.  They remained on the liner until 

the US Navy converted that ship into a troop transport and commissioned her as the 

USS West Point in 194134.  

 
33  https://www.fbi.gov/history/famous-cases/duquesne-spy-ring  
34  https://pcmc.domains.uflib.ufl.edu/uncategorized/espionage-in-the-canal-zone/  

https://www.fbi.gov/history/famous-cases/duquesne-spy-ring
https://pcmc.domains.uflib.ufl.edu/uncategorized/espionage-in-the-canal-zone/


 

The SS America, before being converted into a 
troop transport.  The writing on the ship reads 
“AMERICA” “UNITED STATES LINER”.  This was in 
order to protect the ship, as the US was still 
neutral at the time. 

 

 

 

 

In 1940, Japanese espionage agents were directed to ascertain the relations between the 

US and Latin American countries.  In the past, the Japanese had ignored these countries 

but, with the changing political climate, they believed it was advantageous to change their 

policy.  It was also said to be desirable to establish closer contacts with German and Italian 

agents, as well as with Japanese residents35, who were to be cautioned not to create any 

suspicion in the minds of US authorities regarding their espionage activities36.  

 

In October 1940, a Mr Akiyama, Minister at the Japanese Legation in Panama, told Tokyo 

that the new Arias Madrid administration in Panama would cooperate with the US over 

use of the Canal Zone and other areas in Panama, the registration of merchant ships, and 

over additional air bases – this being despite Arias Madrid being seen as pro-German and 

a nationalist.  Akiyama also said that newspaper reports in Panama had indicated that the 

ship registry would allow its vessels to enter belligerent waters (despite Panama’s 

neutrality).   

 

Anti-German moves were also reported by Akiyama – the German charge d’affairs had 

been made persona non grata, the Panamanian minister to Germany was now said to be 

“inactive”, and it was said that Panama would defend the other countries of the Americas 

 
35  In 1941, a Foreign Office telegram referred to utilising "second Generation" and “resident nationals” but 
cautioned of the risk that “our people in the US will be subjected to considerable persecution, and the 
utmost caution must be exercised”.  In the light of subsequent events, this observation is almost prophetic: 
https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch2_a.htm#japns 
36  https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch2_a.htm#japns 

https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch2_a.htm#japns
https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch2_a.htm#japns
http://pcmc.domains.uflib.ufl.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/kic-image-0003-e1544561959353.jpg


“hand in hand” with the US – and would also have to adopt a similar attitude in respect of 

Japan and take the requisite countermeasures against Japan should US-Japanese relations 

break down37. 

 

By February 1941, the US Army’s Corps of Intelligence Police (a part of the Military 

Intelligence Division – see above) still had only a complement of 288 men, of which just 18 

agents were assigned to the Panama Canal Department38.  By February 1942, there were 

59 officers in Panama, out of a total of 513 in the whole Corps (which had been renamed 

as the Counter Intelligence Corps (CIC) on 1 January 1942). 

 

The creation of the CIC mean that the US Army Assistant Chief of Staff (ACofS) G-2 was 

able to assume direct staff control over suitable means to uncover and investigate 

espionage, sabotage, or subversion within the military establishment39.   

 

The same reorganisation of the Army structures which saw the Army Air Corps (USAAC) 

become the Army Air Force (USAAF) in March 1942, also saw the creation of the Military 

Intelligence Service (MIS) in the War Department, with the role of coordinating all 

counterintelligence activities of the War Department, although field commanders were 

told that they would be held responsible for counterintelligence coverage within their 

commands40. 

 

In September 1941, Minister Akiyama reported that he had made a special study of the 

attitude of the US, of the nature of the Panamanian people, and of the topography of 

Panama.   

 

 
37  https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a617466.pdf 
38  The first 2 such officers had been assigned to the Canal Zone in 1922, the complement rising to 3 in April 
1939, and 4 in 1940, with 12 places originally authorised in 1941. 
39  https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch1_b.htm#ciops 
40  https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch1_b.htm#ciops 

https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a617466.pdf
https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch1_b.htm#ciops
https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch1_b.htm#ciops


Akiyama also sent a despatch to Tokyo with an estimate of the money he needed for 

enlightenment, propaganda, and intelligence purposes.  This estimate included bonuses 

for officials or spies assigned to observe the movements of warships41 or to give warning 

about other matters; money for special spies; funds to pay those who tried to obtain 

information as well as those who achieved results; and a separate fund to maintain 

contact with newspaper reporters and other agents (as well as a special fund for spying in 

the other countries to which he was accredited).  The total estimate amounted to an 

expenditure of $730 per month42.  

 

In November 1941, in Panama, all but the most important counter-espionage cases were 

dropped, and all agents received priority assignments to instead ascertain the location of 

the Japanese population in the country.  The Japanese involved were mostly young men, 

and the majority of them seemed to be operating or working in barber shops (see the 

previous Part on the Japanese presence and feared threat to the Canal). 

 

Following the attack on Pearl Harbor, CIC agents in Panama City and in Colon were 

involved in rounding up the Japanese in their areas – the detention of enemy aliens and 

other suspects being said to be reasonably effective43.  At the same time, they attempted 

to keep track of the activities of the legations in Panama City, with special attention being 

paid to the German and Japanese deputations. 

 

Through to the eve of the Pearl Harbor attack, Tokyo continued to receive dispatches from 

diplomatic officials, not just from the US, but also Central and South America, Panama, 

Hawaii and the Philippines.  These included the reports from Minister Akiyama about 

Panama.  It is said that there were “numerous” reports on shipping movements from the 

Canal Zone during 17 October to 7 December (by this time Japanese vessels had been 

 
41  Including “Bonuses for officials or spies residing at some distance from the Canal who go at night to 
observe the movement of warships”. 
42  The total estimate amounted to an expenditure of $730 per month: 
https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch2_a.htm#japns 
43  https://fas.org/irp/agency/army/cic-wwii.pdf 

https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch2_a.htm#japns
https://fas.org/irp/agency/army/cic-wwii.pdf


barred from using the Canal).  For example, on 18 October 1941, Minister Akiyama 

reported on the movement of 4 US freighters, a British freighter and 2 US tankers heading 

for the Pacific between 14 and 18 October, with 4 US freighters, 2 British freighters, a 

Dutch freighter, a US tanker and a US steamer travelling in the other direction.  It was 

reported that ships were passing through the Canal at night (this might have been 

regarded as unusual, as normal 24-hour movements did not commence until 1963). 

 

Akiyama also noted military construction progressing rapidly in Panama and he made 

specific mention of Albrook Field and its facilities, as well as new barracks and a 500-

patient hospital44.  Other intelligence reports detailed the military and naval defence 

developments and mentioned 3 cruisers, 8 new-type destroyers, 18 submarines, a 

gunboat and seaplane tender in the Canal Zone45. 

 

On 22 November 1941, Minister Akiyama had summarised the latest developments in the 

Canal Zone defences, and the heightened security, including around locks, spillways, 

electric plant etc.  He referred to air bases, anti-aircraft gun bases and “airplane detector” 

bases which, he said, were “able to discover a plane 200 miles away”46.  He claimed that 

there was “coercion” of Panama to provide the added defence sites, in contravention of 

the 1936 Treaty and its basis of a partnership existing between the US and Panama.  He 

also referred to the commencement of construction of the trans-isthmus road, and 

completion of the Trans-America Highway, which he expected to reach to border with 

Colombia47. 

 

 
44  The ’Magic’ Background of Pearl Harbor. Volume 4: October 17, 1941 - December 7, 1941, for DoD 
(Superintendent of Documents, US Government Printing Office), 1977:  
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a617466.pdf 
45  This seems in excess of the naval forces available to defend the Canal, as detailed elsewhere, and 
presumably includes vessels on transit through the Canal or simply calling in at Balboa. 
46  Presumably referring to the recently-installed radar. 
47  It never went further, ending in the Darien province, and only recommencing the other side of the border 
in Colombia – though it continued on then to the bottom of South America. 

https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a617466.pdf


On 22 November 1941, Minister Akiyama reported to Tokyo that Canal officials were 

checking on the 2,000 Germans, 700 Italians and 400 Japanese which he said were in 

Panama48. 

 

In 1942, US military intelligence produced the following list of “subversive or potentially 

subversive groups49” – 

1. Nazi 

2. Communist 

3. Fascist 

4. Japanese 

5. Falange 

6. Hungarian 

7. Ukrainian 

8. White Russian 

9. Vichy France 

10. Korean 

11. Bulgarian 

12. Syrian 

13. Domestic Fascist 

14. Negro50 

 

In November 1942, a memo from the Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI) summarising 

Japanese espionage activities said that such activities in the Western Hemisphere were 

directed from Buenos Aires, Argentina51 with a secondary headquarters in Santiago, Chile. 

It also said that any change in the position of the government of Chile re cooperation with 

the US would likely see curtailment of the latter’s activities and transfer to Buenos Aires.  

It also said that it was known that the Chilean Line, a shipping line, was controlled by 

officers, directors and executives who were “favourably inclined” towards the Axis and 

Japan52. 

 

 
48  https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a617466.pdf 
49  By the Evaluation Branch of the Counterintelligence Group, part of MIS. 
50  https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch1_b.htm#ciops 
51  For more information, see The Politics of Espionage: Nazi Diplomats and Spies in Argentina, 1933-1945 by 
Richard L McGaha (A dissertation presented to the faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences of Ohio 
University), 2009: https://etd.ohiolink.edu/!etd.send_file?accession=ohiou1256330041&disposition=inline  
52  https://ncisahistory.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Japanese-Espionage-Activity-in-South-America-
Nov-3-1942.pdf  

https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a617466.pdf
https://fas.org/irp/ops/ci/docs/ci2/2ch1_b.htm#ciops
https://etd.ohiolink.edu/!etd.send_file?accession=ohiou1256330041&disposition=inline
https://ncisahistory.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Japanese-Espionage-Activity-in-South-America-Nov-3-1942.pdf
https://ncisahistory.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Japanese-Espionage-Activity-in-South-America-Nov-3-1942.pdf


During 1942, the CIC detachment in Panama was organised on a territorial responsibility 

basis. This comprised the Pacific sector which included the Pacific half of the Canal Zone 

together with Panama City and its environs; the Atlantic side and the Province of Colon; 

and the sector comprising the other areas of the interior of the Republic. 

 

CIC agents were also involved in investigating suspected disaffection amongst Canal 

employees, contractors’ employees, and the military, together with investigation of 

suspected or potential sabotage of ships calling at the Canal Zone ports, and reports of 

clandestine radios and signal lights. 

 

However, the CIC operated outside the Canal Zone only by permission of the Panamanian 

Government, as no agreement had been made for a US secret or investigative force to 

operate in Panama itself.  Despite Panama having declared war on the Axis powers, local 

cooperation had to be agreed upon, as any rights or privileges extended to the US Army 

were outlined by specific diplomatic agreements and which applied only to specific 

defence sites and highways.  In the Canal Zone itself, the CIC was the only agency which 

conducted investigations of espionage, sabotage, disaffection, treason, and sedition53. 

 

The Army’s Panama Signal Company had a monitoring station at Corozal in the Canal Zone 

in 1939, this being one of the monitoring stations which were the basic source of SIS 

intercept traffic until after the Pearl Harbor attack54.  Quarry Heights in the Canal Zone 

housed one of 5 Army signal detachments (the others being in San Francisco, Texas, 

Hawaii and the Philippines) providing Army intercepts.  In January 1939, all 6 detachments 

were consolidated into the 2nd Signal Service Battalion55. 

 

 
53  https://fas.org/irp/agency/army/cic-wwii.pdf 
54  https://www.nsa.gov/Portals/70/documents/about/cryptologic-heritage/historical-figures-
publications/publications/wwii/history_us_comms.pdf 
55  https://www.nsa.gov/about/cryptologic-heritage/center-cryptologic-history/pearl-harbor-review/sis/  

https://fas.org/irp/agency/army/cic-wwii.pdf
https://www.nsa.gov/Portals/70/documents/about/cryptologic-heritage/historical-figures-publications/publications/wwii/history_us_comms.pdf
https://www.nsa.gov/Portals/70/documents/about/cryptologic-heritage/historical-figures-publications/publications/wwii/history_us_comms.pdf
https://www.nsa.gov/about/cryptologic-heritage/center-cryptologic-history/pearl-harbor-review/sis/


In the late 1930s, the Army’s Signals Intelligence Service56 transferred officers to Panama 

and Hawaii, to arrange for more reliable sources of intercept, and to train local Signal 

Corps personnel in cryptanalysis.  In neither was the initiative entirely successful, so the 

officers were recalled when it was recognised that both could make more effective 

contributions based in the US57. 

 

During the war, signals intelligence (sigint or comint) was an important facet of military 

intelligence operations58.  The US Army 120th Signal Radio Intelligence (SRI) Company 

was based in the Canal Zone, part of a chain (including in Rio and Florida) involved in 

radio intercepts. The chain involved – 

• Fort Hancock, New Jersey; 

• Fort Scott, Presidio of San Francisco;  

• Fort Sam Houston, Texas; 

• Post of Corozal. Panama Canal Department;  

• Fort Shafter; 

• Fort McKinley; and  

• Fort Hunt. Virginia 

 

In 1940, intercepts originating in Ecuador were thought to have provided the first tangible 

evidence of the existence of a Nazi radio net in Latin America and Ecuador asked the US 

 
56  Established in 1929, its main and initial role was to compile codes for the Army, with personnel trained so 
that they could engage in cryptoanalysis to work against enemy systems in wartime. The SIS was not 
attached to the Army's intelligence organisation, and military Intelligence considered cryptanalysis merely 
an adjunct of cryptography, which belonged in the Signal Corps.  This situation continued until early in the 
war.  The SIS was renamed the Signal Security Agency in 1943, and in September 1945, became the Army 
Security Agency: https://www.nsa.gov/about/cryptologic-heritage/center-cryptologic-history/pearl-harbor-
review/sis/  
57  https://www.nsa.gov/about/cryptologic-heritage/center-cryptologic-history/pearl-harbor-review/sis/  
58  The US Department of Defense currently defines SIGINT as a category of intelligence-gathering 

comprising either individually, or in combination, all communications intelligence (COMINT), electronic 

intelligence (ELINT) and foreign instrumentation signals intelligence (FISINT), however transmitted; or, more 

simply, as intelligence derived from communications, electronic and foreign instrumentation signals.  While 

the latter elements became more important during World war 2, given the increased use of radar and other 

electronic systems, it was COMINT that remained the most important. 

https://www.nsa.gov/about/cryptologic-heritage/center-cryptologic-history/pearl-harbor-review/sis/
https://www.nsa.gov/about/cryptologic-heritage/center-cryptologic-history/pearl-harbor-review/sis/
https://www.nsa.gov/about/cryptologic-heritage/center-cryptologic-history/pearl-harbor-review/sis/


for technical assistance in locating illegal radio transmitters.  This request was for 

equipment only, but the US Ambassador in Ecuador recommended (probably with 

Ecuadoran Government approval) that radio personnel also be sent.  At about the same 

time, Colombia made a similar request.  It was proposed that the operation would be 

under the direct control of the US naval attachés in the 2 countries and the Commandant 

of the 15th Naval District in the Canal Zone.  It was thought that direction-finding (DF) 

equipment in Bogota and at Balboa could get cross-bearings on targets for general 

location and mobile direction-finders, manned by local military personnel, could then 

determine the exact location of the transmitters.   

 

The 4 French DF radio trucks operated by the Colombian Army were shipped to Panama in 

August 1940 for repairs at the US Navy radio station at Balboa59.  However, the planned 

operations in Ecuador and Colombia would never really be successful, and were hampered 

from the start by the fact that the Navy wanted its personnel to be involved in training 

only, despite claims that local personnel would not be able to operate or maintain the 

equipment, and that the only practical way to operate would be use US operators60. 

 

When the Costa Rican Ministry of Security requested that DF equipment be located in 

Costa Rica in 1940, the Army responded that the Navy’s long-distance radio DF stations in 

the Canal Zone would eventually be able to establish the general locality of all clandestine 

radio stations operating in Central and South America.  It also said that the Navy, of 

course, would inform Costa Rica of stations determined to be within its borders, and these 

could then be tracked down with locally-manned DF equipment, which the US could 

provide61. 

 

 
59  https://www.nsa.gov/Portals/70/documents/about/cryptologic-heritage/historical-figures-
publications/publications/wwii/cryptologic_aspects_of_gi.pdf 
60  https://www.nsa.gov/Portals/70/documents/about/cryptologic-heritage/historical-figures-
publications/publications/wwii/cryptologic_aspects_of_gi.pdf 
61  https://www.nsa.gov/Portals/70/documents/about/cryptologic-heritage/historical-figures-
publications/publications/wwii/cryptologic_aspects_of_gi.pdf 
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In the case of other Latin American countries, the only sigint-related activities prior to the 

entry of the US into the war were conducted either through the installations in the Canal 

Zone or through reports to US naval attachés.  This situation would change radically after 

the Pearl Harbor attack and the declaration of war against Germany and Japan62. 

 

However, aside from the planned DF operations in Ecuador and Colombia, and some DF 

work at Balboa, there was little US Navy involvement in dealing with the clandestine 

German communications in Latin America before the war63. 

 

The Commandant of the 15th Naval District had originally reported that the intended 

Balboa DF station could not be activated as there was no site suitable for its location and 

the operating personnel were sent to the Coco Solo Naval Air Station to man the Type DT-

1 DF located there, to be used for “strategic” purposes, and the Type DT direction finder 

at Balboa was relocated to the David Naval Air Station in Chiriqui.  Later, the Coco Solo DT-

1 was moved to Toro Point and a Type DY direction-finder was received for use in strategic 

high-frequency direction-finding and was sited at Farfan Radio Station in Panama Oeste64 

with a staff of 15.   

 

Station WL2 at Rio Hato (originally operated by a detachment of the 120th SRI Company, 

and thereafter by local US Army units) was to become part of the hemisphere network of 

sigint stations also found in Colombia, Ecuador, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Chile, Uruguay, 

Mexico and Brazil.  However, it was allowed to fall into disuse by the end of the war65. 

 

 
62  https://www.nsa.gov/Portals/70/documents/about/cryptologic-heritage/historical-figures-
publications/publications/wwii/cryptologic_aspects_of_gi.pdf 
63  https://www.nsa.gov/Portals/70/documents/about/cryptologic-heritage/historical-figures-
publications/publications/wwii/cryptologic_aspects_of_gi.pdf 
64  Farfan was on the other side of the Canal from the 15th Naval District headquarters in Balboa.  It later 
formed part of the US Naval Communications Station Balboa during the continued US presence in the Canal 
Zone: http://www.navy-radio.com/commsta/balboa.htm 
65  https://www.nsa.gov/Portals/70/documents/about/cryptologic-heritage/historical-figures-
publications/publications/wwii/cryptologic_aspects_of_gi.pdf 
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THE CANAL ZONE POST OFFICE AND WARTIME CENSORSHIP 

A postal service was established in the Canal Zone in June 1904, under the supervision of 

the Treasurer of the Canal Zone.  Until October 1928, it used US stamps, then the first 

permanent issued (the 2 cents “Goethals”) was issued66. 

 

Airmail came to the Canal Zone in 1929, and in 1938 the Canal Zone Post Office issued a 

series of stamps commemorating the 25th Silver Jubilee anniversary of the opening of the 

Canal, and the 10th anniversary of airmail service. 

 

 

In 1939, the Post Office issued a further series of 16 stamps commemorating the 25th 

anniversary of the Canal's completion, depicting "before" and "after" views of various 

points along the Canal.  

 

 

During World War 2, an influx of US military personnel led to an Army Post Office (APO) 

system being established67, often located in existing Canal Zone Post Offices.  Mail was 

 
66  https://www.czbrats.com/Articles/postal.htm 
67  Military post offices operated or supported by the Army (or now the USAF) use the abbreviation APO 
(Army Post Office or Air Force Post Office), while Navy, Coast Guard, and Marine Corps use the city 
abbreviation FPO (Fleet Post Office). 

https://www.czbrats.com/Articles/postal.htm


also delivered by the Navy and 6th Air Force to Galapagos Island Naval Station; Salinas in 

Ecuador; and Talera in Peru, via the Canal Zone68. 

US Army Postal Service, APO at 
Howard Field, Fort Kobbe, Canal 
Zone Headquarters and 
Headquarters Squadron 72nd 
Observation Group Concession 
Airmail to Myerstown, 
Pennsylvania; passed by Army 
Censor.69 

 

 

 

 

The Canal Zone Postal Service returned to a state of 'normal' after the war70. 

 

As mentioned elsewhere, security in the Canal Zone had been tightened in the lead up to 

the war, with photography eventually being banned in the Canal Zone and, as mentioned 

above, there was considerable concern about espionage in and affecting the Canal.  As in 

the other warring countries, censorship was introduced. 

 

Civil censorship was initiated and administered in the Canal Zone by the Assistant Chief of 

Staff for Military Intelligence (G-2) of the Panama Canal Department until March 1942, 

when the administration was transferred to the Office of Censorship71. 

 

The Canal Zone Censor Stations were originally meant to examine all mail sent to and from 

the Canal Zone and all mail passing through the Canal Zone (though the Navy also had its 

own Fleet Post Office).  However, this original objective was found to be untenable due to 

problems in finding housing for the 800 personnel that would have been required72. 

 
68  https://www.czbrats.com/Photos/PO/postoffices.htm  
69  https://www.postalhistory.com/results.asp?group=20&sort=3&cc=AP&cs=cz  
70  https://postalmuseum.si.edu/exhibition/canal-zone-stamps  
71  http://www.canalzonestudygroup.com/Issue60.pdf  
72  http://www.canalzonestudygroup.com/Issue60.pdf  
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Until the start of February 1942, all mail between the US and Central and South America 

(including Panama and the Canal Zone) was examined in the US, but not mail from the UK.  

The staffing requirement in the Canal Zone was therefore halved to 400, as they only had 

to examine local mail, and mail between Central and South American countries.  In the 

Censor Stations there were sections for business mail, personal mail, Army Post Office 

mail and Panama mail73. 

 

 Censorship Office, Balboa74 

 

The Censor Stations were 

in Balboa and Cristobal, 

with a further substation 

of Balboa in David.  

 

Virtually all Panama and 

Canal Zone surface mail 

went to and from Cristobal, which was also the International Post Exchange for rerouting 

of surface mail.  Later, when it was found that some airmail was bypassing censorship75, 

the substation of Balboa was set up in David.   

 

Almost all airmail for Panama and the Canal Zone passed through Albrook Field, a 

scheduled stop for all airlines operating between North and South America, with Balboa 

responsible for censorship – with some airmail examined at Cristobal in 1943.76 

 
73  Until May 1943 censorship of Army mail was undertaken by Canal Zone Censor Stations. 
74  https://www.czbrats.com/Photos/PO/PObalcensor.jpg  
75  Passing through Puerto Armuelles and airmail passing through David. 
76  http://www.canalzonestudygroup.com/Issue60.pdf  

https://www.czbrats.com/Photos/PO/PObalcensor.jpg
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 Censorship Office, Cristobal77 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Censor Stations were also responsible for censorship of film, travellers’ papers, 

Merchant Marine and Armed Guard78 mail, as well as diplomatic mail.  It also checked the 

mail for use of secret inks or codes, and assisted the examining of Navy’s Fleet Post Office 

(FPO) mail.79 

 

All censorship ended on 15 August 1945, and it was estimated that about 7.5 million 

pieces of mail were censored by the Canal Zone Censor Stations80. 

Censorship Office, 15th Naval 
District and Fort Amador81 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
77  https://www.czbrats.com/Photos/PO/POatlcensorcris.jpg  
78  The Armed Guard were US Navy personnel carried aboard US merchant vessels to man defences.  For 
more on the Naval Armed Guard Service see https://www.history.navy.mil/research/library/online-reading-
room/title-list-alphabetically/n/naval-armed-guard-service-in-world-war-ii.html  
79  http://www.canalzonestudygroup.com/Issue60.pdf  
80  http://www.canalzonestudygroup.com/Issue60.pdf  
81  https://www.czbrats.com/Photos/PO/POama15thposcensor_small.jpg  
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82 

Examples of wartime censor stamps 

 

 

 
82  http://www.canalzonestudygroup.com/Issue60.pdf  
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